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June 12, 1973

Professor David L. Chambers  
The University of Michigan  
Law School  
Legal Research Building  
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Dear David:

I agree with you that the job done by the executive director in the first year of the Law Teachers' Organization would be very crucial. Whether we can work out a full time director, however, remains to be seen. It would certainly be preferable but I do not know whether or not it would be possible.

At the moment we are not collecting any money.

With best regards.

Sincerely,

TIE/llp
June 1, 1973

Professor Tom Emerson
Yale Law School
New Haven, Connecticut 06520

Dear Tom:

I am indeed interested in joining. Do count me in.

The one suggestion I would offer is that we seek a full-time executive director for the first year or at least the first six months. I would guess that the long-term success of an organization may well turn on shaping it well at the outset.

I'll await further work. I take it you don't want money yet.

Sincerely,

David L. Chambers
Associate Professor of Law